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Chatbots have the potential to revolutionize the way we live and work, but what impact do they have on our decision-making? We investigated how people rely on advice from chatbots compared to advice from humans. We found that participants were more likely to follow the advice of a chatbot, with 64% compliance compared to 31% with a human. Our study also showed that participants were more engaged when working with a human assistant. These findings have important implications for the implementation of conversational agents in various settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in chatbot technology, particularly the release of ChatGPT\(^1\), have significantly increased their use as decision aids. However, it is crucial to examine whether relying on chatbots for decision-making is always justified, given the documented bias towards AI advice in the literature [7]. We seek to explore whether this bias extends to chatbots, given their more substantial social presence and greater similarity to humans than classical AI advice systems and less jarring differences than robots. The study of chatbots offers a unique opportunity to analyze natural language interactions beyond the participants’ decisions. Our study aims to investigate the impact of solicited versus unsolicited advice on user behavior and decision-making, as well as identify and address any measurable differences.

2 RELATED WORK

A substantial amount of works in the literature show a bias toward AI advice [7]; when given a choice between a Human or an AI system, people tend to prefer the AI’s advice. This is referred to in the literature as automation bias or algorithmic appreciation. This bias contributes to over-reliance on AI-based systems, that is, people relying more on a system than they should, considering its performance and forsaking other contradictory information sources [14].

\(^1\)https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
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Work on cockpit automated aids [17] showed that people over-relied on the aid, which caused commission and omission errors when the aid failed, with respective drops in accuracy of 65% on false positives and 38% on false negatives. Similarly, a study on judicial decision aid [5] showed a rate of 79% agreement with an expert system providing wrong advice for law cases ruling even though a correct attorney analysis was provided concurrently.

The defining study on the concept of algorithm appreciation [13] revealed that people adapted their reliance on a given recommendation more when it was labeled as the result of an algorithmic process compared to being from other people. This was true whether the task necessitated technical skills, like estimating someone’s weight from a picture, or social skills, like forecasting the future rank of a song in a top 100 list or even forecasting attraction between two people.

A study on senior executives[9] showed that they were more likely to invest if investment advice was indicated as coming from AI than from a managerial team. The executives with the AI advisor also felt that their decision quality was higher and had greater trust in it than the group of executives advised by humans.

Finally, a study on labeling conflict resolution [2] showed that allowing participants to automate the conflict resolution leads to high rates of inappropriate reliance ranging from 73% to 84%.

Literature investigating reliance bias in AI is scarcer regarding advice delivered by a conversational interface. One study [19] showed possible automation-induced complacency with conversational interfaces. However, few works directly compare compliance with conversational AI to compliance with human assistants.

We want to fill this gap and find it pertinent as chatbots are more easily anthropomorphized and have a more social presence than other AI systems, thanks to the use of natural language for communication, and might be less likely to benefit from automation bias [16].

3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We designed an experiment with two conditions (between-group design) to investigate the difference in behavior when advised and contradicted by a chatbot or human assistant. The experiment consists of two questionnaires and 20 questions on wilderness survival asked by either a cognitive assistant or a human assistant on an instant messaging platform. The goal is to measure if the participants paired with the chatbot assistant have different behavior (following hints, types of messages, answer to questionnaires) than those with the human assistant when the only thing differentiating the two is their presentations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>C-group</th>
<th>H-group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46-55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We recruited 48 participants for this experiment by mailing list (see Table 1). They were compensated with a 5 euros gift check for their participation. We conducted the experiment entirely online and assigned participants a random
4-digits ID during the recruitment phase to log into the testing platforms and keep their data pseudonymized. We conducted the experiment in French, which all participants speak fluently. In this paper, all the data and labels will be translated into English. The produced data and analyzes are accessible on Zenodo [1].

This experiment protocol was approved by the Operational Committee for the Evaluation of Legal and Ethical Risks (COERLE) of the National Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (Inria)

3.1 Assistants

Participants were asked 20 questions by an assistant, which depending on the group, was either presented as a conversational assistant or as a human experimenter. The human researcher did not use their own identity to avoid the participants having prior familiarity with them from the recruiting period [11]. No chatbot was implemented for this experiment. We used a Wizard of Oz set-up, where the experimenter sent the messages via the messaging platform API.

In the rest of the paper, we denote the Wizard of Oz assistant as the cognitive assistant or COCCO, and the human presenting one as the human assistant or Hugo. Participants paired with COCCO will be referred to as the C-group and those paired with Hugo as H-group.

The differences between the two conditions are mainly in the presentation of the assistant, chatbot or human. The capacities and interventions of the assistants are the same, both assistants followed the same script. We identified the following differences between the two experimental conditions:

- Profile picture: COCCO icon was a logo while Hugo had a smiling picture (IA-generated and edited)

---

• Profile: We completed the profile of Hugo to show his status as a researcher of the team conducting the experiment (Figure 1b), while we kept COCCO’s blank (Figure 1a).

• Status: Hugo had an online indicator next to his name (Figure 1d); COCCO had a bot badge automatically assigned by the messaging app (Figure 1c).

• Typing: Aside from the questions, which were copy-pasted, Hugo’s messages were manually typed and, as such, accompanied by a typing indicator. COCCO’s messages were sent instantly. This led to a difference in response speed between COCCO (2±2s) and Hugo (12±7s).

• Speech variations: Hugo’s answers were more varied than COCCO’s, whose messages were picked from a small pool of alternate phrasings. Minor typographic errors from Hugo were also kept, while more important ones were edited in the app.

• Structural messages: COCCO systematically announced the following question and when he was going to give a hint; Hugo only did it occasionally when it was natural.

3.2 Questions

The questions are inspired by survival scenarios team-building exercises, like the NASA moon survival problem [8] and desert survival situation [12] (Figure 2). The goal was to have questions easily understandable for any participant but on a subject where people rarely have expert knowledge. For each question, participants had to choose between three possible answers. They were instructed beforehand that they could ask for a hint before answering. Questions were asked in random order and randomly assigned to one of four modalities:

• simple: 5 questions were asked with no additional prompting from the assistant
• hint: 5 questions were asked with a hint
• contradiction: 5 questions were asked, followed by the assistant contradicting the answer given and allowing the participant to change his answer
• contradiction and hint: 5 questions were asked, followed by the assistant contradicting the answer given with a hint and allowing the participant to change his answer

We kept the same modalities regardless of the participant’s answer (two hints were prepared for each question so the assistant could always contradict the participant’s answer). However, they were dropped when the participant spontaneously asked for a hint before giving his first answer to avoid contradicting them when they were already following the assistant advice.

We used the open-source messaging platform Mattermost3 for this section of the experiment. We chose it for its commonalities with most professional messaging platforms (Slack, Microsoft Teams) and easy chatbot integration.

3.3 Questionnaires

We asked participants to fill two online questionnaires, before and after the questions. The first questionnaire collected the informed consent of the participants and demographics to assign them an experimental group. In the second questionnaire, we asked participants to answer four ten-level Likert items about their estimated performance on the questions, the influence exerted by the assistant on their answers, and how helpful and tailored to their previous answers this influence was. We also asked them to provide feedback on the experiment in an open-ended question.

---

3https://mattermost.org/
You are lost in the wilderness and you are hungry. The best way to recognize which plants are safe to eat (at least the ones you don’t know) is to:

(a) Question

1. Place a small piece of the plant on your lip a few minutes before eating it a little.
2. Avoid brightly colored plants.
3. Try small quantities of what the birds are eating.

(b) Possible answers

A. Birds have a different digestive system from ours.
B. Some plants can be lethal on contact.

(c) Hints

Fig. 2. Example of question, answers and hints given to the participants

4 RESULTS

4.1 Messages

After the experiments, we exported the transcripts of conversations between participants and assistants from the messaging platform. We annotated each of the 5809 messages with the role of the sender (COCCO, Hugo, C-participant, or H-participant), the number of the current question (or "x" for non-question related messages), and one label describing the nature of the message. 16 labels were used for the assistants’ messages and 11 for the participants’ messages (Table 2).

Some messages were given multiple labels. For example, the message "I think maybe answer c" sent by a participant after being contradicted was annotated with the labels "new answer" and "doubt". On the other hand, a message where the participant chose an answer in contradiction to a hint given by the assistant was annotated with "contradictory" and "answer".

The table only shows the number of messages tagged with the labels, further data processing was needed to get the number of times each interaction happened. For example, Table 2 does not necessarily show that 4 participants in the C-group said goodbye to COCCO: all of those messages could have been sent by the same participant. For the statistical analysis, labels are grouped by question to avoid counting interactions divided into multiple messages more than once.

In Table 2, we can see that H-group participants were more likely than C-group participants to say goodbye to the assistant (39 vs. 4), ask about the experiment (24 vs. 4), ask for clarification on the question (23 vs. 8), give a justification to their answer (75 vs. 4) and express doubt on their answer (61 vs. 15). On the other hand, C-group participants asked more frequently for hints (56 vs. 18).

We can also see differences in frequency for the tags "confirmation" and "new answer". They indicate a different rate of answer change after being contradicted and will be examined in more detail in section 4.3.
Table 2. Description and frequency of each label describing the participant’s messages (C=C-group and H=H-group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ready</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farewell</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical question</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contradictory</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand for clarification</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand for hint</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubt</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New answer</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Messages length and response time

Messages sent by H-group participants were on average significantly longer than messages sent by C-group participants (4.7±5.6 words vs. 2.1±2.6 words) according to a Wilcoxen rank-sum test (p=2.10^{-16}).

We found a statistically significant difference in the response time to the assistants’ messages between the two groups (Wilcoxen rank-sum test, p=3.10^{-8}). H-group and C-group participants took an average of 30 seconds (sd=29) and 23 seconds (sd=25) respectively to answer the assistants’ messages.

4.3 Answer changes

For every question where a participant was contradicted, we whether the participant changed their answer and whether they asked for a hint, were given one by the assistant, or had none. We then computed the answer change rate for each group and hint modality (Figure 3).

C-group participants are likelier than H-group participants to change their answer after being contradicted by their assistant whether they ask for a hint, are automatically given one by the assistant, or receive no hint at all.

In general, C-group participants change their answer 63.7% of the time (n=204), while H-group participants change their answer only 31% of the time (n=200).

After asking for a hint, C-group participants change their answer 83.3% of the time (n=12), while H-group participants change their answer only half the time (n=6). If the hint is given automatically by the assistant, C-group participants change their answer 72.6% of the time (n=106) and H-group participants 47% of the time (n=100). If participants are contradicted but given no hint, C-group participants change their answer half the time (n=86) and H-group participants only 12.8% of the time (n=94).

In short, participants prefer following a chatbot assistant’s advice to a human assistant’s, even when they have explicitly solicited this advice. Additionally, participants will still follow COCCO’s guidance half the time when they...
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Fig. 3. Frequency of answer change by group and hint modality

are contradicted but provided no hint. This shows the participants’ willingness to follow a chatbot’s advice even when it is imprecise.

4.4 Questionnaires

We compared the answers of each group to the four ten-level Likert items of the post-experiment questionnaire:

1. Helpfulness of assistant: The assistant’s help allowed me to obtain a better score.
2. Perceived success: I answered the questions well and obtained a good score.
3. Influence of assistant: The assistant’s interventions influenced my answers.
4. Adaptation of assistant: The assistant adapted his interventions according to my answers and my score.

Using Pearson’s Chi-squared test (Table 3), we found no statistically significant difference between how C-group participants and H-group participants rated their success, the influence of the assistant, and its helpfulness. However, participants in the H-group rated the adaptability of their assistant significantly higher than C-group participants (by almost 2 points).

Table 3. Comparison of answers to the questionnaire between C-group and H-group using Pearson’s Chi-squared test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>C-group</th>
<th>H-group</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Helpfulness of assistant</td>
<td>m=6.67</td>
<td>m=6.75</td>
<td>p=.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Perceived success</td>
<td>m=5.375</td>
<td>m=6</td>
<td>p=.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Influence of assistant</td>
<td>m=7.29</td>
<td>m=6.46</td>
<td>p=.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Adaptation of assistant</td>
<td>m=5.375</td>
<td>m=7.21</td>
<td>p=.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Pearson correlation matrix for the post-experimental questionnaire Likert scale and answer change rates for C-group participants (n=24)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Helpfulness of COCCO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Perceived success</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Influence of COCCO</td>
<td>0.77*</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Adaptation of COCCO</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Rate of answer change</td>
<td>0.53*</td>
<td>-0.56*</td>
<td>0.60*</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05

We then looked at the correlation between each Likert item and the answer change rate using Pearson correlation (Table 4 and Table 5). For both groups, the ratings of the assistant’s helpfulness and influence and the participants’ answer change rate were positively correlated together. Participants who thought the assistant was helpful also thought they were influenced by its interventions and changed their answers to follow the assistant’s advice.

Contrary to H-group participants, C-group participants’ answer change rate was inversely correlated with perceived performance. Thus, participants that followed COCCO’s advice more often felt that it negatively impacted their score at the end of the experiment, but H-group participants did not.

Finally, we analyzed thematically the comments left by the participants in the open-ended question. Five participants chose to leave no comment; the remaining comments were segmented into 105 items for each distinct idea present. Similar ideas were regrouped into 19 sub-themes, themselves regrouped into 5 main themes: the experiment, the questions, the participant’s performance, the assistant, and the assistant’s interventions.

The principal takeaways from this thematic analysis are:

- A third of the participants (equally in C-group and H-group) observed that the assistant might not be leading them to the correct answers.
- C-group participants made more remarks on the problems they encountered and what they thought could be improved (8 vs. 2).
- More C-group participants commented on the assistant, its interventions, and how they were perceived than H-group participants (29 vs. 13).
- Overall, C-group participants gave more feedback on the experiment and addressed more points than H-group participants (65 vs. 40).
- C-group participants commented on the quality of the software used, while H-group participants commented on the quality of the conversation.
We also note that of the 11 participants indicating that they thought they lacked the necessary knowledge for the questions, 9 of them are women.

5 DISCUSSION

We observe a significant difference in the likelihood of being persuaded by an assistant to change one’s answer depending on the assistant’s nature: it is more likely for someone to change their answer when prompted by a conversational assistant than by a human. Even when given no new information, participants will still follow the guidance of a chatbot half the time. This reliance is also evidenced by C-group participants asking for hints three times as much as H-group participants, even though they felt it negatively impacted their performance.

H-group participants have been less willing to accept the advice given by the assistant and have instead chosen to put more thought into their answers. This is supported by their longer response time and a higher rate of clarification requests. While H-group participants were less likely to follow Hugo’s advice, they also often provided justifications for their responses, a behavior that the C-group did not reflect.

We also note that participants from both groups felt equally manipulated by the assistant according to the questionnaire ending remarks. This supports that C-group participants felt more complacent about the validity of their answers as they followed the assistant’s guidance despite feeling that he was manipulating them. In contrast, H-group participants integrated the human assistant more into their reflection (4 times more expressions of doubt) even if they did not trust his advice.

Finally, we saw that participants felt that Hugo tended to adapt his advice more than COCCO. Both assistants followed the same script and did not deviate from it. This shows the participants’ expectation that chatbots act rigidly, an expectation often informed by past interactions with other chatbots. It suggests that when chatbots can act more flexibly in the future, users might need to be familiarized with the full extent of chatbots’ capacities.

Those findings have implications for integrating conversational agents in a collaborative work environment. They are consistent with the literature on automation bias and especially [18] findings on artificial agent assistance for moral decisions. They observed that human collaborators lacked a sense of responsibility for the agent’s decisions, even when they were supposed to act as supervisors.

This increased reliance on conversational assistants could benefit early-on implementation and adoption. However, apparent trust in a new conversational assistant may not mean there is a genuine collaboration with humans. Other studies have shown that overreliance on AI can lead to decreased trust if the AI makes an error and fails to meet too high expectations [4, 6, 15] and that early-on errors could lead to permanent decreases in reliance [10]. Methods to prevent overreliance that could benefit conversational assistants are negative framing, presenting the AI’s limits and possible errors before usage [6], and cognitive forcing methods, such as time delays or demanding a preliminary decision before providing advice [3].

Based on this experiment’s findings, we propose that overreliance could be monitored by measuring the rate of messages concerning the collaborator’s decision process and doubts. Additionally, appropriate reliance might be improved with negotiation-forcing methods that would incite collaborators to exchange with the chatbot on its advice by finding a compromise or asking for more information. In contrast to other systems, those measures depend on the usage of natural language, which is specific to chatbots.
Limits

We acknowledge that having the assistant both ask questions and provide hints might affect how participants perceived and trusted them. However, having two separate entities asking questions and providing help might have confused the participants.

We recognize that the difference in answer change rate between both groups might have partially been explainable by participant response bias, more precisely, demand characteristics. Though the experimental conditions for every participant were the same, the ones assisted by COCCO might have expected the experiment to be about the cognitive assistant and its functioning and that the expected behavior, the “right” behavior, was to follow COCCO’s advice. However, this hypothesis can be disproven because C-group participants who followed COCCO’s advice felt that it negatively impacted their performance. C-group participants were also more expressive in the open-ended question, providing feedback on the assistant and experiment. This could be interpreted as taking a more complacent role akin to an outside observer whose goal is to evaluate COCCO. In contrast, the participants in H-group had more reasons to believe that their behavior was the subject of study and, as such, were more reluctant to accept and trust the advice given by the human assistant.

Additionally, experimenting with more important stakes might have changed how the participants engaged with the experiment. However, we believe that this is still representative of real-world situations where the implementation of a new tool is only tested voluntarily before moving on to a more large-scale distribution if the feedback is positive.

6 CONCLUSION

We set out to identify the differences between how people relied on chatbots and humans. Our results show a clear bias toward AI: people advised by a conversational assistant followed its advice much more than a human assistant’s, whether requested or not. However, our qualitative analysis also highlighted other measures indicating that this apparent trust might be superficial. Therefore, we recommend the usage of additional indicators when looking at the reliance on a new conversational assistant.

As chatbots get more sophisticated and adaptable, the question is how do we ensure that the user both makes use of the most advanced services of a cognitive service but at the same time trusts it only reasonably as they would a comparable human expert. One salient example is ChatGPT. This chatbot has gained massive traction in the last few months thanks to its verbal fluency and ability to handle various topics. However, its high fluency allows it to eloquently present false and nonsensical claims that are difficult to notice on a surface reading. Future works should look at how conversational agents can be designed to elicit more in-depth reasoning from their users while still maintaining appropriate reliance.
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